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IP in Aviation 

EU Sep 2012- 
 
“ ----- the fastest regional traffic growth in the world is expected to 
be in the Middle East, where by 2030 the region's airlines will 
represent 11% of world traffic, up from 7% in 2010” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We understand why Aviation is so important and we are here to tell you that we want to Partner with you to help you achieve this growth. We want to show you how we would like to work with you.
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Where does IP fit into Aviation? 

Cisco’s approach is to address these 4 key aviation entities. We believe that IP offers the best 
communications technology for each of these players. 
• A complex interrelated eco-system (With many other players!) 
• One that is all too often siloed and in many cases adversarial 
• In many instances, built on legacy communications systems and technologies 

 

Airports

Airlines

ATM / ANSP’s

Aircraft

IP in Aviation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our primary focus is with Airports, Airlines, ATM and Aircraft manufacturers. We however recognise that there are many other players, such as Baggage handlers, Service provider etc. It is a very complex eco system, but one that we are heavily involve in. We see the problems that arise from the siloed existance of many of these organisations. Equaly we see the potential benefits that come from more “Joined up working” – ACDM  (Airport Collaborative Decision Making) for example
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What is the role of IP in Aviation? 

Technology

Operations

Administration

Industrial

BusinessAirports
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IP in AviationBusinessAirports
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ATM / ANSP’s

Aircraft

To deliver the services and information that are required to allow the stakeholder to effectively 
operate their business, securely and profitably 
• The Business is typically a complex siloed entity 
• A common IP infrastructure offer the opportunity to bring these silos together 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put simply, it exists to help the Business to meet its objectives --- usually financial.But to meet these objectives it must display a number of important attributes – Security, resilience / reliability, cost effectiveness, supportability etc.But it is more than the sum of these attributes – it is an ENABLER! It is effectively a single platform that brings together all the different parts that make up the business.
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The Aviation industry is 
Fragmented! 

In most cases the domains shown 
have evolved in isolation 

In many cases legacy  
communications technologies 
provide communications 
connectivity between the domains 
(SDH, Copper) 

Cisco has been asked to replace 
these legacy links 

What does this mean in the real world? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progress is slow, but it is underway. The Aviation world is moving towards IP as the Communications standard. It has been mandated by SESAR for EU ATM and we have seen it emerging on the latest aircraft platforms.However even when IP is adopted, all to often it is seen simply as a replacement for aging legacy communications infrastructures – simly replacing a SDH circuit with a IP connection. Cisco and our Partners have been involved in many such projects.
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And where has Cisco contributed? 

Working with a Partner eco-system, Cisco 
has delivered many replacement 
communications networks 

• SITA 

• OBS 

• Thales 

• Frequentis 

• TOPEX 

• BT 

• Inmarsat 

• EADS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SITA – Dublin Airport, Heathrow. (Many other Airport networks with other Partners)SITA and OBS – PENS Infrastructure, SITA / OBS Cloud Service provider Data Centres (UCS Based)Thales – ANSP WANFrequentis – LAN / WAN to support Frequentic VCS (Voice switch)TOPEX – IP ATM for ROMATSABT – NATS Admin LAN’s, NATS Operational WAN replacing DaVinci networkInmarsat – MPLS ground infrastructure ( We also have actually got a router in space!!!)EADS – Wireless infrastructure on Airbus A380 (See also later slides on the IP enabled Aircraft)
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The Aviation industry remains 
Fragmented! 

The replacement of the 
communications links is still 
largely done in isolation, i.e. 1 for 
1 change out. 

Few instances of using the IP 
infrastructure to pull the silos 
together. But they are emerging! 

PENS is one example 

IP has the potential to help bring the stakeholders together? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PENS – Pan European Network service MPLS infrastructure / service from OBS, Cisco routers installed / supplied into ANSP’s by SITA. Connects the ANSP’s to Eurocontrol “Flow Control” in belgium where they manage aircraft movements across europe.SITA expectation is that PENS will grow to be more tha just for Flow Control and will become the Comms backbone for all Eurocontrol and cross border ANSP comms.
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Making it happen! 
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Addressing Business Needs? 

Understanding the Business and 
Partnering with the stakeholder 
• CXO and the Board - Vision 
• Management -Problems and strategies 
• CIO - Communications infrastructure 

 
These are not 1 or the other! They are 
three parallel simultaneous activities. 

 

IP in Aviation
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Industrial
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Three different sorts of 
Business needs

One Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IP technology focussed on the Business  -- OK but where on the Business. Obviously across the various Operations / Admi / industrial areas --- but look at it a different way – WHO DEFINES THE BUSINESS NEEDS?We see it as 3 different entities, the Board / CXO, The Management and the CIO. Cisco’s model is to engage with all of them in paralell.
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Understanding the Business needs 

For Cisco this means working with the Customer 
• A true Trusted Partner model 
• Working across the organisation 
• A true open book approach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working intimately with people and teams across the organisation focussing efforts in the 3 different threads, we generate 3 very different deliverables – each of which is tied to the other.
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Business Architectures – The Vision established by the Board 

Understanding the Airport vision and the impediments to achieving them 
• Established at Board level 
• Drives the evolution of Business solutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample Business Architecture developed with the Execs in a major European airport. The Business Objectives identified here were theirs --- Our work with you will build the same model but will reflect your Vision. It will also capture the Business Initiatives that you believe will help you to attain your vision. Then of course we can map the various Cisco technologies and solutions onto these initiatives
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Business Issues – The Problems faced by Managers 

Identifying specific Business Issues and technologies that solve problems 
• Detailed Management Level interviews and discussions 
• Addressing both problems and assets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a simple engineer, I need to break complex processes down to simple building blocks and that is how we approach the discovery of issues and assets, once we identify the blocks we can identify the Management stakeholders and work with them to uncover the information that we will need. This is done through interviews and workshops. Ultimately the information is built into a large Matrix that is shared with the Customer so that we can together prioritise the problems, see any immediate opportunities and we can work together to develop a solution.
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IT Master Plan – The roadmap to ensure the evolution of the IP infrastructure  

Introducing Cisco knowledge and services that will help the Customer’s IT Network to continue to 
meet their Business needs 
• Working with the CIO and the IT team 
• Joint develop the IT master plan 

Inputs Outputs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IT Master plan is about develping a framework that captures all the information required to plan for the evolution of the customers IP network over the next 5 to 7 years.“But we have only just opened our new airport”  --  Great, but now look 5 years out – which equipment will have reached the end of its life, What new Passengere devices will you have to connect? What new Business models will your Company be operating?  The IT Master Plan framework allows us to capteure / extrapolate this data. Look at the Inputs to the plan and the outputs it can deliver.
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A few example where we 
have made it happen! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following slides are just a few examples where we have followed this approach to deliver the solution the Customer required.
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Solving Business Issues – Where are our Passengers? 

Dwell Time Analysis (Passenger Services) & Augmented Reality (Retail) – Copenhagen Airport 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco worked with SITA Labs and Copenhagen Airport to upgrade their Wireless network to a location capable platform. This required addittional Access points in specific locations and the addittion of a MSE. SITA then used the API on the MSE to derive the location data for mobile devices and then to use this data in  a Dwell time analysis application and as data for an Augmented reality application for retail and way finding. SITA has subsequently sold th same solution to Sydney airport in Australia. It required specialist knowledge an some serious effort to configure the wireles infrastructure to deliver sub 5m accuracy (1m in some locations)
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Solving Business Issues – or How can a phone system keep the toilets clean 

How can IP Telephone technologies help an airport improve their ASQ rating? 

Airport Service Quality (ASQ) is a comprehensive ACI initiative to help airports in their continuing efforts to improve the quality of 
service experienced by passengers. Measured KPI’s include: 
Overall Satisfaction 
Ground transportation 
Parking 
Ease of finding your way 
Flight Information screens 
Walking distances 
Ease of making connections 
Baggage carts 
Helpfulness of Airport staff 
Restaurant 
Shopping facilities 
IT / Telco 
Availability of washrooms 
Cleanliness of washrooms 
Thoroughness of security 

Waiting time at security inspection 
Feeling of being safe 
Cleanliness of Terminal 
Ambience 
Value for money of restaurant 
Value for money of shopping 
Value for money of parking 
Speed of baggage delivery 
Customs Inspection 
Arrival Passport & Visa Inspection 
Waiting time in check in queue 
Efficiency of check-in staff 
Courtesy of check-in staff 
Business / Executive lounges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not a new example. The telephone system was installed some time ago. It does however illustrate the approach  - its not about the technology, it about what the technology delivers for the business. As well as implementing telephone help points, it is feasible to tie the Integrated Voice Response (IVR) system associated with the telephone system with a resource management system such as   Inform “Groundstar” as we did for BA. This allows staff to receive their next tasks verbally from any telephone. The arrangement made staff more efficient and provided significant savings.
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Delivering on the “vision” 

Passenger Communications 
• Interactive Kiosks  
• Digital Media 
• Virtual Concierge 
• Internet (Social Media and web) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We showed earlier the Busines Architecture approach to capturing the Board / CXO vision for the airport. Once captured we need to deliver on the elements of the vision and this slide shows the more detailed architecture around Passenger Communications, in this case drilling down to Interactive kiosks and smart phone virtual concierge business solutions.
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IoT in Aviation 

Chris Dedicote CISCO March 2013- 
 
“ ----- the Internet of Everything is about adding value through the 
application of intelligence to data. ” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“IoT is about the “Value Add” created through the use of data generated by connectivity”It is not about the connectivity itself, rather the data that is transiting the network. As connectivity becomes ubiquitous and every thing that can either generate data, process data or react to instructions is connected to the internet, the IoT will provide the infrastructure that enables the realisation of the true value that the IoT brings.
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Next Generation Aircraft Network! 

 
Press Release - enisa 
Apr 13, 2010 
 
“IoT is a vision where all manufactured things are connected to each other via wireless or wired 
communication networks. The movement of travellers, airport staff, and luggage creates an 
increasing, continuous interaction between smart devices. It also implies sharing of significant 
amounts of sensitive information.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the “IoT is about the “Value Add” created through the use of data generated by connectivity”The same paradigm applies to an aircraft as it does to manufacturing on a factory floor. As the IoT evolves so too will sensor, analytics and actuator technologies, effectively making it possible to communicate with even the smallest component in the aircraft. What is connected will be driven by the business model  - the “Value Add” that can be generated. This value add will not be measured against todays business models, but against a whole new raft of models that will emerge as we discover what is possible.Underpinning the whole paradigm will be the network infrastructure! So we are focussing on the development of a secure resilient cross domain infrastructure that will enable the introduction and evaluation of not just the technologies but the also the Business Models.So fr we have dealt with solutions that deliver against the Business needs. There is however another aspect to what Cisco does for aviation. You will no doubt be familiar with the concept of the “Internet of Things” through which anything that can generate or use data is connected to the internet, whether  it’s a light bulb or a toothbrush or a MRI scanner.Cisco is heavily involved in a project at the core of the IoT for aircraft. Today we are working with a major aircraft manufacturer to develop a Proof of Concept demonstrator that will show and justify investment in a standard network infrastructure that will support the evolution of the IoT in aircraft.“The IoT will come with a whole new set of  Legal Rules, policies and enforcement”Todays society is geared around human responsibility for decisions and actions. As the IoT introduces self learning analytics that utilises the data gathered and drives actions with consequences, a whole new form of Governance will be required. As new operating models exploit data in different ways, there is the potential for personal privacy and business confidentiality issues to become serious concerns – The whole “intelligence” gathering process is about taking small disconnected pieces of information and building a complete view, whether of the battlefield or the criminal organisation or in Google’s case, the internet user. The IoT will exist to capture and analyse such small pieces of data.“Security and securing the data and its Governance will become critical concerns as the IoT evolves”
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Vision – The IP enabled Aircraft 

IoT for the aircraft will depend on the network 
• Ubiquitous wireless 
• Security 
• Cross domain 
• Enabling new business models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aim is to build a standard aircraft network that can deliver every service that  may be required in the aircraft via a common aircraft IP network.Initial focus is the Next generation of IFE and Cabin Connectivity, which will be just one service delivered via the infrastructure.Key to the solution is security, so the Cisco BYOD architecure has been used as part of the initial demonstrator. Effectively securing passenger and crew mobile devices that are sharing the network.The network is modular – note the ability to use any avialale connectivity solution, be it SATCOM Terrestrial data or airport wireles / broadband. Note also the opportunity to build a toatally new service delivery model, in this example IFE & CC
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             IFE&CC Service Provider

Brokering
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Vision – New Business Models – Next Generation IFE&CC 

A new approach 
• IFE &CC 
• Medical services 
• Cockpit services 
• Crew services 
• Maintenance services 

IFE Service Provider Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new technical architecture will allow the creation of the concept of a dedicated IFE&CC service provider. These organisation will separate the airline and the content / service provider and act as brokers, buying content on one side and delivering services to airline s and passengers on the other. Just as the airline busines models evolve, so too will the IFE&CC SP model with new / alternative services / products continually evolving.Think about a low cost carrier that doesn’t want to invest in the aircraft infrastructure for IFE. How could the new IFE&CC SP model help them? Think about the block diagram on the page before, what if instead of connecting to the aircraft, the IFE&CC SP linked to the carriers Website o that as well as booking their flight, the passenger downloaded their content so that it was already on their device when they boarded the flight? Might just work!
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Call to Action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But that’s enough from me for now.Next steps? You probably need to talk to your Cisco AM – I am sure you will have many questions on what we have discussed today. Just maybe you have the vision and you just want to talk through how Cisco might be able to help deliver it, or just maybe you have that one really important problem that you now think IP technologies might be able to assist with, or just maybe you like the idea of knowing exactly how your IP infrastructure will need to evolve over the next few years and you like the sound of the IT Master Plan.It’s a pretty small investment of your time and a very low risk step – lets talk!Thank you and any questions.
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Thank you. 
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